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Changing Patterns of New Construction
What Do They Mean For Municipal Budgets?

Since 2006, the state has limited increases in municipal property taxes to the rate of new construction
in the community. In recent years, not only has statewide new construction lagged 2006 rates, but fewer
cities and villages are growing even modestly. Among those growing the fastest since 2012, 59% are near
a major four-lane highway and 42% had created at least one tax incremental finance district since 2011.

T

he property tax has long been
a source of discontent among
Wisconsin taxpayers. This is unsurprising since most residents pay
more in property taxes than state
income or sales taxes.
During the past two decades,
lawmakers and governors have
placed considerable focus on measures to reduce the property tax.
These include increases in state aids
to replace property tax dollars and
property tax limits.
Since the two local governments that residents interact with
most—their local municipality and
school district—rely heavily on the
property tax to fund services, this
creates a dichotomy: taxpayers may
support state-imposed property tax

limits, but often dislike the service
reductions they can generate.
While much has been written
about school revenue limits, levy
limits imposed on municipalities
and counties have received less attention. This and the next issue of
The Wisconsin Taxpayer explore in
detail these property tax limits and
their impact on municipal services.
In this issue, we provide a history of levy limits, including a brief
discussion of their mechanics. Then,
since levy limits are based on new
construction, we explore patterns
of development, focusing on the
state’s approximately 600 cities and
villages.
Two important trends emerge.
First, while new construction was

relatively strong when the limits
were first imposed, it weakened
during the 2007-09 recession and,
despite an improved economy, continues to remain well below levels
experienced 15 years ago. Second,
development in Wisconsin is increasingly isolated, with relatively
few communities experiencing
even modest growth.
In the April issue, we will examine the impact these limits have
had on both municipal finances and
services.

Also in this issue:
UW Enrollment Continues to Decline • State Tax Collections on Pace
• Uninsured Rate Drops

BACKGROUND
Cities and villages, regardless of size, rely on two
main revenue sources: the property tax and state aid.
In 2005, the year in which levy limits were adopted
by the state, the two accounted for more than 70% of
municipal revenues (see Figure 1, blue bars).
The property tax is by far the larger of the two.
In 2005, property taxes levied by cities and villages
totaled more than $1.8 billion, compared to their receipt of just over $1.0 billion in state aid, mostly from
the state’s shared revenue program. Lesser sources of
state aid include transportation aid and various grants.
Smaller amounts of money are raised from a variety of fees and charges for services, federal money,
and, in some communities, hotel/motel room taxes.
Changes Prior to Levy Limits
In the 10 years leading up to adoption of the limits (1995-2005), total municipal revenues increased
an average of 3.7% per year. By comparison, state
general fund taxes increased an average of 3.9% per
year during these years. Both exceeded the rate of
inflation (2.5% average).
However, that growth rate masks a changing revenue mix caused, at least in part, by state policy. From
1995 to 2005, state aids to municipalities changed
little: they increased an average of 0.6% per year,
mostly due to frozen or reduced shared revenues.
During 1996-2001, shared revenues were unchanged
from 1995 amounts. After two years of 1% increases,
they were reduced 7.6% in 2004.
With their major state revenue source declining,
municipalities had to rely more on property taxes
and fees. Total fees and charges rose an average of
Figure 1: Cities/Villages Rely Mostly on Prop. Taxes, State Aid
Municipal Revenues Pre-Levy Limits, 2005 (blue) and 2016 (orange)
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Creation of the Limits
Levy limits were first introduced by the Republican
legislature in the 2003-05 state budget, but were vetoed
by the governor. Two years later, the governor included
in his 2005-07 budget proposal a version of levy limits
that differed from the 2003 legislative proposal. The
legislature replaced them with a version similar to the
2003 proposal. Several gubernatorial vetoes altered
the limits slightly, but they became law beginning in
2005/06 (December 2005 levies payable in 2006).
Mechanics
Levy limits tie annual increases in municipal
and county property tax levies to the amount of new
construction, or development (these two terms are use
interchangeably in this report). For example, if the
value of new construction in a municipality or county
equaled 2.5% of the value of all taxable property in
a given year, the municipality or county can increase
its levy by 2.5% the next year. An example on page
three (gray box) illustrates how this works.
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The law provides several exemptions, the largest
of which is for debt service. If a municipality or county
borrows to pay for a new building, equipment, or to
fund other expenditures, then the property taxes it
levies annually to repay the loan are not subject to the
limits. The exemption for debt service, combined with
other smaller exemptions and carryover provisions,
explain why increases in total municipal or county
levies often exceed the rate of new construction.

Figure 2: Net New Construction Declines, Rebounds Modestly
Statewide Average, 2000-17
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The limits also can be exceeded by local governments with voter approval in a referendum.

PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT
Since municipal finances have been tied to new
construction since 2006, it is useful to examine how
new construction has changed over time.
Since 2000, development patterns have gone
through a variety of changes. At a macro level, statewide rates of new construction declined precipitously
during and after the 2007-09 recession. Despite a relatively strong economy, they remain a full percentage
point below 2006 levels.
Drilling down to the municipal level, new development appears to be increasingly isolated, with
relatively few cities and villages growing even
moderately. Access to a major highway appears to
be important, but does not guarantee development.
Statewide Decline and Recovery
Levy limits were created during a period of
relatively strong development in Wisconsin. In the
Levy Limit Example
In 2016, the City of Badgerville had taxable property totaling $200 million and a municipal property tax
levy of $1.5 million. The following year, a $5 million
retail store was built in the city. That new development
added 2.5% to the total value of all taxable property
in the city.
Under levy limits, Badgerville is allowed to increase its levy by that same 2.5%, or $37,500. Thus, its
2017 levy can increase to $1.5375 million. The city’s
tax rate would remain the same at $7.50 per $1,000
of property value.
This simple example highlights the reason lawmakers chose to tie the limits to new construction,
rather than inflation or some other measure. The increase in the levy is paid by the owner of new property;
current property owners are not impacted.
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first year of the limits, the statewide rate of new
construction was 2.8%. In the five prior years, new
construction averaged between 2.5% and 2.8% (see
Figure 2).
Recession and Decline. Not long after creation
of the limits, Wisconsin’s economy began contracting; the state entered recession prior to most
states. Rates of new construction began to decline.
By 2008, the statewide rate was less than 2%, and
three years later it was just 0.7%.
During most of these years, municipalities were
somewhat protected due to “floors” in state law. In
the first two years of the limits (2006 and 2007), if a
municipality’s or county’s new construction rate was
less than 2%, it could still increase its levy by up to
2%. In other words, state law had a 2% floor to protect
low-growth communities. In subsequent years, these
floors changed: they were 3.86% in 2008; 2.0% in
2009; and 3.0% in both 2010 and 2011.
Recovery. After 2011, with the economy beginning to recover, rates of new construction began
to rise, albeit slowly. The statewide average was
0.9% in 2013, 1.2% in 2015, and 1.6% in 2017.
While increased rates of development are welcomed by municipal officials, there are concerns that
2017 rates remain well below what was experienced
in the years leading up to creation of the limits.
Exacerbating that concern is the reduction
of the “floors” to 0% effective with 2012 levies.
Now, municipalities (and counties) are no longer
“protected” from low development rates; they are
allowed levy increases only up to their rate of new
construction, plus exemptions.
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Figure 3: Only Small Percent of Municipalities Growing

Pct. of Cities/Villages With Development >1.5%, 2.0%, 2006-17
64.2

In 2006, the rate of new construction in these
municipalities averaged 3.4% (see Figure 4), slightly
less than communities with 5,000-15,000 residents
(3.7%) and those with 15,000-30,000 residents
(3.6%). The state’s largest cities and villages lagged
(2.8%).
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Fewer Municipalities Growing
Figure 2 paints the picture of new construction
with a broad brush, which can mask important variations locally. For example, it hides that fact that today,
fewer municipalities are experiencing even modest
growth compared to 2006.
Recall that the levy limit law originally included
2% floors to minimize the impact of slow growth on
municipal and county finances. In the first year of
the limits, new construction exceeded that percentage in over half of all cities and villages (see Figure
3, orange bars).
However, the 2007-09 recession affected all parts
of the state and nearly all cities and villages. By 2011,
new construction exceeded 2% in just 5.2% of cities
and villages.
Just as average statewide development has rebounded since 2011, so has the share of municipalities exceeding this threshold. By 2017, however, that
percentage still had not reached 20%.
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and villages with fewer than 5,000 residents have been
particularly hard hit.

However, as the recession took hold, development
rates in these small communities declined more than
in their more populous counterparts. By 2011, this
group trailed all others in development rates.
Moreover, as the economy began to recover,
growth in small cities and villages continued to lag. In
2017, new construction averaged 1.4% in the smallest cities and villages, compared to 1.9%, 1.7%, and
1.9%, respectively, in the three more populous groups.

RECENT DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
The story of municipal development in 2012 and
after is one of modest growth. Only 62 of nearly 600
cities and villages experienced new construction
averaging at least 2% per year over the six years (see
Figure 5, page 6). Another 35 had growth averaging
more than 1.5%.
Those 97 municipalities are dwarfed by the 186
with growth of less than 0.5% per year. These slowgrowing cities and villages are predominately small,
with populations less than 5,000. This population
group accounts for 76% of all cities and villages, but
94% of the slow growers.
The 11 larger communities growing less than
0.5% are shown in Table 1 (right side), along with
Figure 4: Small Muni’s Lag in New Construction Rates
Average Annual New Construction, 2012-17
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More troubling might be the percentage of municipalities growing more than 1.5% (blue bars in
Figure 3). When the limits were initially enacted,
nearly two-thirds were growing at or above this
rate. In 2017, just fewer than one-in-three (28%)
exceeded 1.5%.
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Figure 5: New Construction Rates Lag in Most Muni’s
Average Annual New Construction, 2012-17
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nine other slow-growing cities and villages with
more than 5,000 residents. The table highlights that
lack of new construction is not just a small-town
issue. Of the 20 slowest-growing municipalities,
five have more than 20,000 residents, including
Racine and West Allis, which are among the state’s
11 most-populous cities. Moreover, eight of the 20
are in Milwaukee County.
The left side of Table 1 shows the fastest growing
municipalities with more than 5,000 residents. Aver-

age annual growth ranges from 2.0% in Howard and
Chippewa Falls to nearly 9% in Verona. Seven of the
top 20 municipalities are in Dane County.
Regional patterns
The outsized number of communities in Milwaukee and Dane counties highlights the regional nature
of growth. The two counties account for 20% of all
cities and villages with more than 5,000 residents, but
38% of the fastest and slowest growing municipalities. That regionality is better highlighted by looking
at county-wide growth across the state.
During 2012-16, only 14 of 72 counties experienced annual new construction rates of 1.5% or more.
Three were in the Fox Valley (Brown, Outagamie,
and Calumet), while another eight were in Western
Wisconsin (Barron, Chippewa, Eau Claire, Jackson,
Juneau, La Crosse, Monroe, and Trempealeau). The
remaining three were Dane, Grant, and Kenosha (see
Figure 6, page 6).
Moreover, many of the counties with new construction rates averaging 1% to 1.5% border these
14 counties. Clark, Dunn, St. Croix, Pepin, and
Vernon border fast-growing counties in the west.

Table 1: Municipalities With Most (left), Least (right) New Construction
Population > 5,000, Average Annual Growth, 2012-17

Most Growth					
Municipality

County

Pop. Growth

Verona
Altoona
Hobart
Waunakee
Pleasant Prairie

Dane
Eau Claire
Brown
Dane
Kenosha

Deforest
Fitchburg
Sturtevant
Sun Prairie
Slinger

Dane
9,388
Dane
27,635
Racine
6,961
Dane
32,613
Washington 5,338

Sparta
Oregon
Middleton
Hudson
Marinette

Monroe
Dane
Dane
St. Croix
Marinette

9,804
9,797
19,317
13,584
10,878

Pewaukee
Lake Hallie
Holmen
Chippewa Falls
Howard

Waukesha
Chippewa
La Crosse
Chippewa
Brown

14,148
6,916
9,623
13,965
19,295

12,100
7,345
8,543
13,322
20,438

Least Growth

Municipality

County

8.8%
6.4%
3.9%
3.4%
3.1%
0.0%

Wisconsin Rapids
Delavan
Waterford
N. Fond Du Lac
Manitowoc

Wood
Walworth
Racine
Fond Du Lac
Manitowoc

18,630
8,414
5,378
5,237
33,783

Fox Point
Fort Atkinson
Saint Francis
Watertown
Brown Deer

Milwaukee
Jefferson
Milwaukee
Jefferson
Milwaukee

6,678
12,441
9,458
23,995
12,305

2.3%
2.3%
2.2%
2.2%
2.1%
0.0%

Shawano
Allouez
Two Rivers
Portage
Cudahy

Shawano
Brown
Manitowoc
Columbia
Milwaukee

9,219
13,711
11,566
10,251
18,192

West Allis
South Milwaukee
Glendale
Hales Corners
Racine

Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Racine

60,164
21,073
12,724
7,652
78,165

3.0%
2.5%
2.4%
2.4%
2.3%
0.0%

2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
2.0%
2.0%

Pop. Growth
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.0%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.0%

0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
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Figure 6: New Construction is Regional

Avg. Annual New Construction Rates, 2012-17

from one. Another 20 are along the four-lane portions
of U.S. 10, 29, 53, or 151.
Combined, nearly 60% of the fastest-growing
cities and villages had easy access to a four-lane
highway. However, while access to major highways
may be conducive to new construction, it does not
guarantee it.
Figure 8 on page 7 overlays onto the same state
highway map the 186 municipalities with average
new construction rates less than 0.5% Compared to
the fast-growing cities and villages, nearly the same
number (54) of these slow-growing communities were
on major highways. However, at 29%, the percentage
of the total was much smaller. In other words, slowgrowing cities and villages were more likely to not
have access to major highways.

< 0.75 %

0.75 - 1.0 %

1.0 - 1.25 %
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Fond du Lac borders Calumet in the Fox Valley,
while Lafayette and Rock border Grant and Dane,
respectively.
At the other end of the spectrum, slow-growing
counties were primarily in the north. Of the 23 counties with development rates averaging less than 0.75%
per year, 16 were in the north. Another three (Green
Lake, Marquette, and Waushara) bordered each other
in central Wisconsin.
Highways and Development
Looking closely at the county map above, one
begins to see the relationship between development
and highways. Interstate highways run south from
Brown County to Kenosha County at the Illinois
border. They also run northwest from Rock County
to La Crosse County and to St. Croix County on the
Minnesota border. Most counties along these routes
experienced above-average rates of new construction
during 2012-17.
Overlaying onto a state highway map the 97
cities and villages with average new construction
of more than 1.5% makes clear the importance of
highways (Figure 7). Of the 97 municipalities, 37
either have an interstate highway passing through
their community or are located only a short distance
Page 6
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Other Factors
Other factors play a role in development, but they
are often idiosyncratic. For example, new construction in the small village of Weyerhaeuser in Rusk
County averaged almost 15% per year during 201217. Its access to railroad tracks to western Canada
resulted in the building of one of the largest frac
sand processing, storage, and rail loading facilities
in North America.
Verona’s rapid growth was driven to a great degree
by the large expansion of Epic Corporation’s faciliFigure 7: Development and Highways I

Municipalities Averaging > 1.5% Growth, 2012-17

ties. As one of the nation’s leading medical records
company, the company benefited from the relatively
recent shift to electronic medical records.
Tax Incremental Financing
For the calculation of new construction, the development can be within a tax incremental finance
district (TID). While they can be controversial, creation of a TID can positively impact growth. Of the
97 municipalities with net new construction averaging
1.5% or more during 2012-17, 42% created at least
one TID in 2011 or after. By comparison, among the
186 with average growth less than 0.5%, only 12%
created a TID.
Like access to highways, creating a TID district
can spur growth, but it does not guarantee it. The
TIDs created in the 41 fast-growing communities
added 1.6% to their total property value since 2012.
By contrast, those created by 23 slow-growing municipalities added just 0.3% to those communities’
total value.
There are risks involved with TIDs. They generally require borrowing by the city or village for
infrastructure or other costs. If the district does not
grow as planned, local taxpayers are on the hook.
New construction can occur without a TID; 58% of
the fast-growing communities generated new development without tax incremental financing.
Figure 8: Development and Highways II

Municipalities Averaging < 0.5% Growth, 2012-17

SUMMARY
The state has imposed levy limits tied to new
construction on Wisconsin municipalities (and counties) since 2006. The limits were created during a
period of relatively strong statewide growth, with new

Access to major highways and creation of TIDs
are conducive to , but do not guarantee, growth.
Of the fastest-growing municipalities during
2012-17, 41% were not on a major highway and
58% did not create a TID in 2011 or later.
construction of at least 2% occurring in a majority of
cities and villages.
However, the 2007-09 recession and weak real
estate recovery dramatically changed development
patterns. Not only has statewide growth slowed
compared to 2006, but fewer cities and villages are
growing even modestly.
A variety of factors play a role in development,
though none guarantee it. Three discussed here are
municipal size, access to major highways, and tax
incremental finance districts. Racine and Kenosha
are two cities in southeast Wisconsin with all these
characteristics. Yet, while Kenosha’s new construction averaged 1.4% per year during 2012-17, Racine’s
averaged just 0.1% per year.
While cities and villages continue to deal with
levy limits, financial pressures are being felt in other
areas. Since creation of the limits, state aids to cities
and villages have continued to lag. In 2016, they were
0.8% less than in 2005. Federal aid is down nearly
18% during that period.
As a result, property taxes now account for almost
53% of municipal revenues, despite the limits (see
orange bars in Figure 1, page 2). Fees and charges
account for another 13.2%. These two own-source
revenues funded 57.6% of city/village spending in
2005, but 66.1% in 2016.
The next questions are obvious. Since municipal
revenues are tied to new construction, how has municipal spending been affected in slow-growing cities
and villages? Which services, if any, are being scaled
back? Which ones are they prioritizing?
The next issue of The Wisconsin Taxpayer addresses those questions. o
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WISTAX NOTES
 UW Enrollment Continues to Decline. In 201718, Wisconsin’s 13 four-year public universities enrolled
121,893 full-time equivalent (FTE) undergraduate students.
That figure was 1,184 (1.0%) less than in the prior year, and
5,722 (3.9%) below its 2010-11 peak (127,545). System
enrollment has now declined for five consecutive years,
and six of the past seven.
Four campuses bucked the overall trend since 2010-11:
Enrollment at Whitewater was up 6.5%, La Crosse 5.5%,
Madison 4.9%, and Platteville 4.1%. FTE enrollments
declined more than 10% in Milwaukee (-16.4%), Stevens
Point (-15.1%), River Falls (-12.6%), Superior (-11.6%),
and Parkside (-10.3%).
Despite declining enrollment, the number of bachelor’s
degrees conferred is higher. In 2016-17, system campuses
awarded 27,431 bachelor’s degrees, 8.0% more than in
2010-11. However, the number of degrees awarded has
stagnated over the past three years. In 2014-15, 27,425
such degrees were awarded.
 State Tax Collections on Pace. Through the first
eight months of the fiscal year, state tax collections are on
pace to equal the annual projections from the Legislative
Fiscal Bureau (LFB). According to the Department of
Revenue, collections through February totaled $9.5 billion,
up 3.8% from the same period a year ago. In January, the
LFB estimated collections for fiscal 2018 would rise 3.9%
over 2017.
Collections from the individual income tax (+4.9%)
and sales tax (+5.0%) drove the overall increase. These
two taxes accounted for 85% of 2017 general fund taxes.
Collections from the corporate income tax (-6.5%), excise

taxes on alcohol and tobacco (-3.7%), and other smaller
taxes (-0.4%) were all lower than in 2017.
 Uninsured Rate Drops. Wisconsin’s uninsured rate
for residents under 65 dropped from 6.6% in 2015 to 6.3%
in 2016. In 2010, 10.8% of state residents were without
health insurance, according to new figures from the U.S.
Census Bureau.
In 2016, uninsured rates by county varied widely. They
were less than 5% in Calumet, Dane, Ozaukee, St. Croix,
Washington, and Waukesha counties. Rates topped 10%
in Clark, Forest, Menominee, Sawyer, and Vilas counties.
Like the statewide average, uninsured rates declined
over the year in 45 of the state’s 72 counties. The largest
declines were in Rock (1.4 points to 6.7%), Chippewa (1.2
points to 5.5%), and Langlade (1.1 points to 6.9%). Among
the 27 counties where rates rose, the largest increases were
in Monroe (1.5 points to 9.0%), Taylor (1.2 points to 8.8%),
and Menominee (0.9 points to 10.3%).
Wisconsin significantly outperformed the nation in
several areas. The average uninsured rate nationally was
10.8% in 2016, 4.5 percentage points above Wisconsin’s
rate. The rate for the median county (half lower, half higher)
nationally was 10.4%. Wisconsin’s median was 6.8% with
only three counties higher than the national median. o
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